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Custom grids in Vuo
Custom grids can be useful for doing a lot of stuff, be it displays, image crops, tiling non-standard 
shapes, making delays and a bunch more. Even though Vuo comes prepared with its own set of 
nodes for tiling and copying, sometimes the extended possibilities of a custom grid can be 
beneficial, as it by using points allows for a manipulation of each item belonging to that point. I’ll try 
to explain how to create one type of a grid, and how it works in this document.

A grid as I show here is essentially a list of center points of an image, layer or object. Knowing this 
is essential to understanding the workflow. If we then think about what a grid is in numbers relating 
to the coordinate system, we should get something like the following for a 3 x 3 point grid, spanned 
across the coordinate system (X/Y points):

If we start at the bottom left corner, we can see two patterns. The X-point goes in three steps from 
-1 to 1, then that pattern repeats every line above. The Y-point stays at the same value for the 
three steps, then increments for every line above.

So now that we know what we would expect of our grid, we can start building it in Vuo. The first 
thing we need is a way to count from -1 to 1 (or rather any number to any number). A very 
convenient way to do this is to use the  Make Points along Curve  node. This node creates a list 
of numbers ranging from the Start Position to the End Position with a selectable number of 
elements set at the Number of Points input. While this can make lists of both 2D points and 3D 
points as well, we only want the standard Real type to be made for this application.

The important thing to look out for here is the Curve type input. For an equally spaced grid, this 
should be set to linear as it will spread out the numbers evenly. With the Start Position set to -1, 
the End Position set to 1, and the Number of Points set to 3, it should reproduce the ranges in our 
example. Since we’re working with two axes we need to copy this (alt-drag the node) to have two 
ranges to work with. One for the X-axis, and one for the Y-axis.

-1, 1 0, 1 1, 1

-1, 0 0, 0 1, 0

-1, -1 0, -1 1, -1
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Copying, and renaming (double-click the title) for clarity later should leave you with something 
looking like this:

At this point you have two lists of three items each, which wouldn’t make much of a grid. If we look 
back to the example, we see that we have to find a way to make the lists repeat themselves in a 
pattern that would create our grid. So for every point in the X point list, the Y value should repeat 
itself - and for every increment in the Y point list, the X point list should repeat itself. Thankfully, we 
got two nodes that can help us in achieving this; the Spread List nodes.

The  Spread List Items  node takes each element of the list and copies it to the position directly 
after the element. If you have a list containing a single value A, and Copies is set to 3, the output 
list would then contain three elements; A, A, A. If the list has three values A ,B, C and Copies is 
set to 3, the output list would contain nine elements; A, A, A, B, B, B, C, C, C.

The  Spread List Item Groups  node goes a bit further, and lets you specify a range of elements 
to copy. If the list then has the three elements A, B, C, and the node is set to 3 Copies and 3 Items 
per Group the output would contain nine elements as well, but in a different arrangement; A, B, C, 
A, B, C, A, B, C.

If we now switch out the ABC values for our numbers A = -1, B = 0, C = 1, we can see that it starts 
to make sense in regards to our example above. 

 Spread List Items  would output: -1, -1, -1, 0, 0,  0,  1,  1,  1
 Spread List Item Groups  would output: -1,  0,  1, -1, 0,  1, -1,  0,  1

Before connecting it all up however, there are a few tweaks we can do to make our life simpler later 
down the line. As we know that the individual Y elements should be copied once for every item in 
the X list, and the X list should be copied once for every item on the Y list, we can use the list 
counts to determine how many copies there should be for each list. To do so we would use the  
Count Items in List  node, but with lists Vuo has a tiny trick up its sleeve. If you try to connect a 
list of a different type than integers to an integer input, you will automagically get the list count. As 
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Copies and Items per Group are integer inputs, you can just drag over the outputs from the  Make 
Points Along Curve  nodes to get these. Neat!

The only thing left to figure out is how many Items per Group there should be in the  Spread List 
Item Groups  node. This is an easy one, as it should be as many items as there are in the list 
being copied, i.e., the whole list.

So for connecting it up:

 Make Points along X-axis  connects to the List and Items per Group input of the  Spread List 
Item Groups  node, and the Copies input of the  Spread List Items  node.

 Make Points along Y-axis  connects to the List input of the  Spread List Items  node and to the 
Copies of the  Spread List Item Groups  node.

To get a valid 2D point list you then add a  Merge XY Lists  node, connect the output of the  
Spread List Item Groups  node to the X input, and the output of the  Spread List Items  to the Y 
input. You should now have something looking like this:

There you go! You now have an easily scaleable grid of points to apply to images, layers or 
objects. By changing the Number of Points input, you can alter the amount of points in either 
direction. By the addition of another  Make Points along Curve  and a  Spread List Item Groups  
to this, it is expandable to a 3D grid as well!


